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▼ Styles & Weights 5 weights Roman and 5 weights Italic

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxY
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXx
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXX
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXX
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXX

▼ Moniker

Complete Family $375 – All weights
Pack 1 $199 – Light & Medium weights
Pack 2 $199 – Regular & Bold weights
Singles $75 – Single weights

▼ Moniker Basic (without features)

Basic Family $225 – All weights
Pack 1 $99 – Light & Medium weights
Pack 2 $99 – Regular & Bold weights
Singles $39 – Single weights
Bundle

Guidance

NEWSHOUND

Adventure Director

CONTAINS DECIMAL POINTS

880 Rounded the Scandinavian Peninsula

EXPLORING NORTHEAST PASSAGE BEFORE 11TH CENTURY
Rookie

Nautiloid

CANTALOupe

Late & Early Waking

ENSURE NATIONAL WEATHER

Happening at 45 events across 2 countries

RECENT DYSTOPIAN NOVEL USED TO ESTABLISH DEBATE
Thanks

Phonolite

IDEALIZATION

Keyboard Templates

VINELAND AND 23RD STREET

As treatment for mania and melancholia

DISCOVERY BY JOHAN AUGUST ARFVEDSON IN 1817
Calcine

Romantic

KNUCKLEBALL

Seven Decade Break

JUNK BONDS AND LONG TIES

Suits cut extra large, matched to ego size

BECAUSE IT’S COLD, OUTERWEAR INSIDE UNTIL APRIL
TRANSCRIPT ORDERED AGAIN

Core supporters to convene @ 2356 Abbey

THAT WAS MY RED PHASE, TODAY I’M FEELING OPTIMISTIC
THE TRIMMING YOU REQUESTED turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right, by hand and it wouldn’t use much fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. So again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically the entire ground

THE TRIMMING YOU REQUESTED turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Like I was saying, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like

THE TRIMMING YOU REQUESTED turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like

THE TRIMMING YOU REQUESTED turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. So ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like
THE TRIMMING YOU REQUESTED turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the old lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. *Ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run.* Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top.
The trimming you requested turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok sure, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance; almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like the entire grounds, but in a mannered flat shape. The watering instructions all made perfect sense considering the roses have been moved to a new area. Keep in mind, as grounds keeper, my laziness is of proportion that can modestly be described as epic. For instance, do you really expect me to water this all by hand and walk?

The watering instructions all made perfect sense considering the roses have been moved to a new area. But keep in mind, as grounds keeper, my laziness is of proportion that can modestly be described as epic. For instance, do you really expect me to water this all by hand? Daily I drink embarrassing quantities of a liquid that I have yet to figure out. It’s strong...
The trimming you requested turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like the entire grounds, but in a mannered flat shape. Ok, the watering instructions all made perfect sense considering the roses have been moved to a new area. Keep in mind, as grounds keeper, my laziness is of proportion that can modestly be described as epic. For instance, do you really expect me to water in

The trimming you requested turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like the entire grounds, but in a mannered flat shape. Ok, the watering instructions all made perfect sense considering the roses have been moved to a new area. Keep in mind, as grounds keeper, my laziness is of proportion that can modestly be described as epic. For instance, do you really expect me to water in

The trimming you requested turned out well considering I’m new to such things. For instance, why do any of this by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the hedges then they would be lower in the first place. Ok, they would be really low, but think how much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to start thinking openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top style haircut. You know, like barbers used to give but instead of centimeters, think acres, basically like the entire grounds, but in a mannered flat shape. Ok great, but the watering instructions all made perfect sense considering the roses have been moved to a new area. Keep in mind, as grounds keeper, my laziness is of proportion that can modestly be described as epic. For instance, do you really expect me to water this all by hand? Daily I consume embarrassing quantities of a liquid
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All small caps
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### Language Coverage

*The Moniker Extended Latin Character set supports:*

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bokmål, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic (Manx), Gaelic (Scottish), Gagauz (Latin), Galician, German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Irish Gaelic, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxemburgish, Maltese, Moldavian (Latin), Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romanic, Romanian, Sami, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish and Welsh.

### Supported Encodings

*Moniker OpenType fonts are Unicode encoded and support:*

Western European (1252 Latin 1), Eastern European (1250 Latin 2), Baltic (1257) and Turkish (1254)

### Characters

748 characters per weight roman and 737 characters per weight italic

### Weights

ExtraLight, Light, Regular, Medium and Bold with italics for each

### Font Files

10 OpenType (.otf) font files in complete family

### Original Release

March 2017

### Available

www.processtype.com